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ON A BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM FOR THE HEAT EQUATION 
MIROSLAV DONT, Praha 
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1. THE FREDHOLM RADIUS OF ONE OPERATOR 
The acquaintance with the paper „On a heat potential" (see [17]) is necessary for 
the understanding of the present paper. We will use most of the definitions and 
assertions from that article, especially those concerning properties of the parabolic 
variation V^ (see Def. LI in [17]) and of the special type of the heat potential Tf 
(see Def. 2.1 in [17]). 
Let <a, b> be a compact interval in R^(a < b),(p a continuous function of bounded 
variation on <a, b) , 
К = {[cp{t), t]; f e < a , b > } . 
Throughout this section we shall suppose 
(1.1) sup {Vj^{(p{t), t); t G <a, b>} < 00 . 
Let ^o(<^? by) be the space of all continuous functions / on <a, b} such that 
/ ( a ) = 0 endowed with the supremum norm (this space may be considered a space 
^^(<а, by) — see the definition at the beginning of Section 2 in [17] •- where Q is 
a function on <a, by for which Q(a) = 0 and Q(t) = 1 for f G (a, b>). 
Let us define operators f+ and Т_ on ^o(<^> ^)) by the following equalities: 
(1.2) n / ( r )= l im Tf{x\r), 
t'e(a,b},x'>(p(t) 
(1.3) f_ / (0=l im Tf(x\f) 
lx\t'l-^i<p(t),t2 
t'e<^a,by,x'<(pit) 
f o r / G ^o(<^5 by), t G <fl, by. These limits exist according to Theorem 2.1 in [17]. 
It is easily seen that the functions T+f, T_f belong to ^o(<^? ^>) and hence one may 
consider f+, f_ linear operators on ^o{{a, by) which map '^o(<ö, Ь>) into ^o(<^> ЬУ). 
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We can slightly modify Remark 2.4 from [17] to get the following two equalities 
which hold for each / e ^o(<^> ^)) ^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^ (̂ ? ^ ) ' 
(1.4) n/(0 = r/(<p(0,0+/w(2--^GK„J0)). 
(1.5) T_ /(0 = Tf{<pit), t) - ^f{t) G(a,,,,(0). 
(For aç,(,)̂ f and G see respectively (l.l) and (1.15) in [17].) (It holds, of course, 
n f{a) = f- f{a) = 0 for any / e ^^{{a, b».) 
Let us further put 
(1.6) Tf{t) = Tf{cp{t),t) 
for / e ^o{i^> b>)? t ^ <<̂? by. For / e ^o(<^> ^>) the function Tf need not be 
continuous on <a, b>. We look for a condition of continuity of Tf for each / e 
Lemma 1.1. The set of all t e <a, b} for which oc^(^t),t{^) = ^ -̂̂  Jense in <(a, b>. 
Proof. We shall show that even a^(r),f(0 = ^ f̂^ almost all t e (a, b>. It is well 
known that a function of bounded variation has finite derivative almost everywhere. 
Consider t e (a, b) and suppose (p'(t) e R^. Then 
a , , „ (0 = lim Ä i : ^ ) = lin, ^ ( f b l ^ X ^ ( , _ ,) = ^<(,) . 0 = 0 . 
T-̂ f- 2^(t — X) x^t- t — T 
The assertion is proved. 
Lemma 1.1, the equality (1.4) (or (1.5)) and the fact that T+ (or f_) maps 
^o{ici. by) into ^0««. b>) imply that T maps ^o(<«. b » into ^o(<«. b » if and 
only if of<p(f),f(0 = Ö for each t 6 (a, b>. If this condition is fulfilled and if/ stands for 
the identity operator on ô(<̂ ?̂ ^)) then 
f ^ = T + / , T_ =T-1 
as follows from (1.4) and (1.5). 
As we shall not suppose a<p(r),f(0 — ^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^ (^' ^) ^̂ t us define an operator TQ 
on ^0«^, b » by 
(1.7) To = n - / . 
Considering (1.4) and (1.5) one can easily verify that 
(1.8) To = f_ + / 
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and 
(1.9) Го/(О = Т/(0 + /(О (^1-~ С{а,,„м) 
for each/e ^о((^' Ь)) з̂ ^̂ ^ ̂ ^ch ^ е (а, Ь>. 
In connection with the boundary value problem for the heat equation it will be 
useful to know the Fredholm radius of the operator %. Let us introduce the notation 
which we shall need in the sequel. We shall proceed similarly to [8]. 
If P is an operator which maps a Banach space В into В we denote the norm of P 
by ЦрЦ or IPWBI i-e., we put 
\\P\\ = ||F||« = sup{| |P/ | l ; /EB, 11/11 ̂ 1 } , 
where | | . . . Ц stands for the norm on B. (In a Banach space we use actually the same 
symbol II •. . II for the norm on the space, for the norm of linear functional on the 
space and for linear mappings from the space into itself; but certainly no confusion 
can arise.) 
A linear operator Ä : В ^ В is said to be a compact operator on В if for each 
bounded set M с J3 the set Ä[M) is relatively compact in B. 
Let P : Б -> J5 be a continuous linear operator. Put 
(1.10) coP =inf 1|P - ЛЦ , 
A 
where A runs over all compact hnear operators on the space B. The value (шР)~^ is 
called the Fredholm radius of the operator P (we take 0~^ = +oo). 
The operator To is hnear (and it follows from the condition (l.l) that it is also 
continuous) and maps ^o(<^> b>) into^o(<^5 b>). Similarly as in [14] (where the 
space ^(<a, b>) is dealt with) or [11] we can find out that each continuous linear 
operator P which maps ^о{{а, b>) to ^o(<^' ^>) is of the form 
(^ ' / )0)=j /WdAf(T) 
( /б ^o(<^> by), t e {^, by) where for each t e (a, by the function Af is a function of 
bounded variation on <a, b) and 
(1.11) \\P\\ = sup var [Af ; <a, b>] . 
re(a,b> 
For each ^ G (a, b> we define a function I( by 
2 
-y- G(a^(r).rW) ' '̂  e <a, t) 
I , ( T ) = / V ^ 
— G(a^(o,r(0) ' T e <r, b> . 
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Then 
(1.12) Tf{t) = Tf{(p{t), t) = f / ( t ) йЩ 
for each/б '^O(<Ö. b}), t e (a, b> as for г e (a, b> it holds 
and if 1̂ e (a, b) then 
2 çmin{ti,t} pfi 
— exp(-a^(,),,(T))da,,(,),,(T) = аЦт) 
^^Ja Ja 
according to Lemma 0.2 from [17]. 
Further we define for each t e (a, b} a function À'^ by 
2 
t̂ W = < v^ 
2 xeit.by , 
From (1.4) we obtain 
(1.13) П/(0=Г/(т)аЯ;(т) 
Ja 
which holds for each / e ^o(<a, b>), t e (a, b>. 
It is possible to define analogous functions X~ for the operator Г_. 
It holds 
2 
var [I,; <a, b>] = -— Vj^(p{t), t) , {te {a, b}), 
var [Я^ <a, b>] = A ^^(^(0' 0 + 2 - - f ^(^.(O,r(0) 
(it is now seen from the last equaKty and from the boundedness of the function G 
that the operator T+ is continuous on ^о{{а, b})). 
Finally, we define functions I? by 
ВД^^:|о(а,,и^)), .e<a,t) 
1 , T 6 <f, fe> 
{t e (a, b». Then 
(1-14) 5г/(0 = [/(г)<1ВД 
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fo r / e ^o«ö, by), t 6 (a, b> and 
var [I?; <a, b>] = 4 - ^ ^ W 0 ' 0 + 
Hence 
(1.15) ||Го|| = sup f4 -^ i ^W0.0 + 
f6(<•,6> \ ^ 7 Г 
1 - — G(a,(o,,(0) 
^ 7 t 
1 - — G(a^(o..(0) 
Let t/' be a continuous function on <a, b>. Given r ^ 0, we define an operator 




Further we put 
'- / W exp (~aJ(o,tW) da^(r),rW 
te<^a,by , t S ci + r 
H^ =Ht = ^Ht. 
Lemma 1.2. Let r > 0, i/̂  e ^(<a, b>). Then '"Я^ fs a compact operator on 
<^o{<a,by). 
Remark 1.1. By (1.16) one may define an operator '"Я^ on the whole ^(<^, by) 
and this operator is a compact operator on ^(<a, by). But this is not necessary here. 
Proof of Lemma 1.2. If r ^ Ь — a then the assertion is evident as ""Я̂  is the zero 
operator in this case. 
Suppose 0 < r < b — a. Ifwe denote 
^ = {/;/e^o««,b», 11/11 ^1} 
then it suffices to show that ^H^Jß) is a relatively compact set in ^о(<^? ЬУ). Since 
^o(<«> by) is a closed subspace of < (̂<a, by) it is sufficient to verify that ^Щ{^) is 
a set of equicontinuous and uniformly bounded functions. 
First let us show that the functions belonging to ^^iß) are uniformly bounded. 
It holds 'Elf{t) = 0 for each/ e ^o««. b » and each f e <a, a + r>. If ^ e (a + r, b>, 
/ e J^ then 
|^Я^/(0| = I - f f ' '̂ W "̂ P (-^^(0,^^)) da^(O.W| ̂  
^n var 
-—-(var \ß>; <a, b>] + sup \\li{x') - 9)(т)|) < oo 
y ( 7 t r j te<«,b>,i'e<o,b> 
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The last term does not depend on te {a + r, b>. Hence indeed, ''H^(J*) is a set of 
uniformly bounded functions. 
Now it suffices to show that for each t e <a, b> 
(1.17) lim sup |'Я'^/(() - '•H*f{s)\ = 0 . 
se<a,b> 
In virtue of the fact that ^IT^ f{t) = 0 for each t s (^a, a + r^ we may consider only 
t,se<^a + r, b>. Let t, s be such points and suppose, for instance, t > s. Then 
(1.18) sup |^Я^/(0 - 'Я^/(5)| = 
V^ /6^ I Ja 
r I 
/ (T) exp (-a«s),sW) d««s),5W é 
/ ( T ) exp (-а|(,)_,(т)) da^(„,X'r) -
r I 
/ (T) exp (-aJ(,),X'^)) da (̂,),s(T) + 
I 




л/я: /ей? -г 
We have 
й var К(о. , ; <̂  - ^ ' - '•>] • (1.19) sup /(T)exp(-aJ(o.,(T))da*(0,.W 
Since var [a^(,),,; <s - r, t - r>] < oo and since the function ссф(о,. is continuous 
at the point t — r one sees that 
(1.20) lim var [a^(,),,; <s - r, f - r>] = 0 . 
Further we have # 
(1.21) 
'sup I Г fir) exp i-al,,M d«,<,,(x) - Г ^ exp ( - « 1 . ) / ^ ) *^«* '̂>-'« 
fees \Ja Ja , 
< sup I ГУм (exp (-«^(o,<W) - exp (-«|(s).W)) '1«'''"''^'^ 
+ sup I r' '/(T)exp(-«J(.),.W)dK(r),rW - «*W''̂ ^̂ ^ 
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^ |(exp (-al^,y_,{x)) - exp (-а^(,),Хт)))|а var а^(,,,,(т) + 
Ja 
+ var [a^(,)., - a^(,),s; <«, 5 - r>] = /(r, s) + Il{t, s) . 
It follows from the Lebesgue theorem (for var [pc^^t),tl <̂ » t — '*>] < ^) that 
(1.22) l im/ (^s ) = 0 . 
We can easily verify that 
a Cr̂  - 0. M - " (̂0 ~ '̂ (̂ ) _ '/'(^) - "Î̂ Ĉ ) -
2 7(f - T) 2 7(5 - T) 
^ ^, _ л Ф) - Ф{{) . , Щ - Ф(^) ^ 
^ ^ 2 V [ 0 - T ) ( 5 - T ) ] ( V 0 - r ) + V ( s - T ) ) 2 V ( ^ - T ) 
= Ll{x) + МЦх) . 
Hence 
Il{t, s) S var [Ц; <a, s - r}] + var [M^; <a, s - r>] 
and at the same time we find 
var [Ll; <«, s - r}] й {t - s) ir-^/2(var [cp; <a, b>] + sup, \(р{т) - ф{т')\), 
тб<а,Ь> 
т'б<с1,Ь> 
var [MJ; <a, s - r>] ^ |iA(0 - iA(s)| - i - - . 
Therefore 
(1.23) lim//(r, 5 ) = 0 
as the function ф is continuous by the assumption. It follows from (1.23), (1.22), 
(1.20), (1.21), (1.19) and (1.18) that 
^ lim sup | ' 'Я^/(0 - 'Я'^/(5)| = О . 
s-*f- feß 
5б(^а,ЬУ 
Analogously in the case s -> f+ . So we conclude that (1.17) is valid which completes 
the proof. 
Remark 1.2. Let us note that throughout the proof just finished we did not use 
any assumption concerning the paraboUc variation of the curve (p. Consequently, 
Lemma 1.2 is true even if the assumption (1.1) is omitted (it must be supposed only 
that Ф is a conjtinuous function of bounded variation on <a, b}). 
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Corollary 1.1. Let ф be a continuous function on <а, Ь> and suppose that il/(t) Ф 
Ф (p{t) for each t e <a, b>. Then H^ is a compact operator on ^о((а, Ь>). 
Proof. Since for any r > 0 the operator ''Я^ is compact and it is well known that 
a limit of a sequence of compact operators is a compact operator, too (the limit 
being considered in the norm topology in the space of Hnear continuous operators), 
it suffices to show that 
(1.24) lim \\Hl - ^HlW = 0 . 
r->0 + 
It holds for / G ^o(<«. by), t G <a, b>, r G (0, Ь - a) that 
К fit) - 'Kf{t) = A Г /(,) exp {-^UM da,(,),(T) 
V ^ J max{a,f-r} 
and it follows from (1.11) that 
(1.25) \Hl - ^НЦ = - ^ sup [ exp {-^^.^M d var а^(,),,(т). 
Since the functions cp, ф are continuous and (p{t) Ф \l/(t) for each t G <«, Ь) there 
are Гсу e (0, b — a), с > 0 such that 
\ф) - ф{х')\ ^ с 
for any T, T' 6 <a, b} for which |т — i ' | < TQ. Then for t e (a, b>, т e <a, b> n 
"̂  (* ~ '•o> 0 *^ '^^^^ 
K(0,.W|- , ^ ( ^ _ ^ ) =2V(^-T) 
and hence 
(1.26) 
exp (-а^(,),,(т)) d var а^(,),,(т) g exp ( - jr^—) à var a^(o.r(^) 
for each r e (0, Го) (and t e (a, b>). 
It is easily seen that there is he R^ such that for each t e [a, b>, n positive integer 
var a^(o,f; /a, max)a, t i \ Ы /г V^ 
(it is possible to put, for instance, 




For r e (О, r) let n{f) stand for the least positive integer n such that l/n < г. Let 
t e (a, b>, r e (0, TQ), r ^ t — a. Then we obtain from the preceding 
çt-l/n(r) / C^ \ 
n=«(r)j,_i/„ V V-vJ 
п = и ( г ) - 1 
Hence and from (1.26), (L25) we get immediately that for r e (0, VQ) 
^TZ n = f i ( i " ) - l 
Since n{f) -• 00 as r "> 0 + , the equahty (1.24) follows which completes the proof. 
In the following we suppose again that the condition (l.l) is fulfilled. Then the 
value â (() f(t) is defined for each t e (a, b> and we are justified to define a function OLJ^ 
on (a, by by 
1 _ G(a^(,),,(0)| (1.27) a^(0 = 
Let us prove the following assertion. 
Lemma 1.3. For any given r > 0 the function 
— Ук{г\ (pit), t) + 0Cj,{t) , (t e (a, b » 
is lower-semicontinuous on (a, fo>. / / we pw? 
for eachfe^o{<^a, b>) and if ^ stands for the unit ball in ^o{ia, b>) then 
- f V^r; <p{t), t) + a^(0 = sup (To/(0 - 7;/(0) , {t e (a. b » . 
yjK feâS 
Proof. Since the least upper bound of a family of continuous functions is a lower-
semicontinuous function and for /e^o(<^> b>) the function (To/ — %f) belongs 
to ^o(<^' b>) it suffices to prove that (1.34) is valid. 
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If t e{a,by,t>a-hr (we consider this case only if r < b — a), /е^о({а, b}) 
we have (see (1.14), (1.16)) 
To/(0 - Zm = f/(r)dI?(T) - f"/(T)dI«(T) = f' /(T)dI?(T). 
Ja Ja J t — r 
Hence it follows (see the definition of the function 1^) 
sup (To/(0 - TJ{t)) = var [I?; <f - r, b>] = 
= -7- Ук{г; (p{t), i) + aj,(0 . 
v^ 
Consider te (a, a + r>. Then Т.Д^) = 0 for each / e ^o(<öf, Ь>) and thus 
sup (To/(0 - n / ( 0 ) = sup To/(0 = var [I?; <a, b>] = 
= -7- ^к(ф(0.0 + ^K(0 = -7- ^̂ C'̂ ' ^(0' 0 + «K(0 • 
The lemma is proved. 
For the curve (p we shall write further 
2 
^ - Д = sup -— Fj,(r; ф(0, 0 
f€(a,b> ^ 7 Г 
and 
J^X = Hm ^,K 
(this limit exists since ß^^K is a non-decreasing function with respect to r). 
Lemma 1.4. For each r > 0 the following equality is valid: 
(1.28) ^,K = sup (-^ F^(r; ^(0, 0 + x̂CO^ • 
fe(a,b> \ ^ 7 Г / 
Moreover, 
OJTO U^K. 
Proof. The set 
No ={t;te{a,by,oii,{t) =0} 
is dense in <a, b> since ajf) = 0 iff ^ ,̂(0,̂ (0 ~ ^ ^^^ ^̂ ŝ is true almost everywhere 
in <a, b> (see Lemma (1.1)). As the function (2/̂ /71) ̂ ^(r; ç{t), t) + a|̂ (r) is lower-
semicontinuous on (a, b> we have 
sup (--- Vf,{r; (p{tl t) + a ,̂(r) ) = sup ( — Fj,(r; <p(t), t) + a ,̂(r) ) = 
e(a ,b>\^7r / teNo\^Jn ) Î6(, 
= sup — Vj,(r\ ç{t), t) = ^ - Д 
feNo >У7Г 
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(the last equality is valid since the function Ук{г; ф('), •) is lower-semicontinuous 
on (a, b>, too) so that (1.29) is proved. 
(1.28) implies (see also (1.11)) that 
IITo - î;|| = sup (~ V^(r; (p{tl t) + ccj,{t)) = ^,K 
te(a,by\^n J 
for each r > 0. In virtue of Lemma 1.2 the operator T^ = ''Я^ (r > 0) is a compact 
operator on ^o(<^? b)) and thus it follows from the definition of the value COTQ that 
CO To й inf ||TO - T,|| = lim ^,K = ^K . 
This completes the proof. 
We shall show in the sequel that even шТо = ^K. Similarly to [8] we shall 
define Ъ to be the set of all operators V : ̂ o{<^a, b}) -> ^o(<^» ^)) of the form 
(1.29) Vf{t) = tmCf{^)dglT) 
(/ G ^o{(a, by), t e <a, b>) where/,- e ^о{{а, Ь>) and ̂ ^̂  (i = 1,2,,.., n) are functions 
of bounded variation on <a, fo>. If P is a linear operator on ^(у{^а, Ь>) then 
(1.30) CDP = inf (fP - F| | ; Ve Щ 
which follows from the fact that any compact operator can be approximated by 
operators of the form (1.29) (see, for instance, [14] or [11] where the space < (̂<а, Ь>) 
is considered, but the argument can be modified without great difficulty to fit our case). 
Let fflS c= 93 be the set of all operators of the form (1.29) where, in addition, the 
functions g I are supposed to be continuous on <a, fe>. 
Lemma 1.5. It holds 
0)% = inf {||TO - W\\ Wem] . 
Proof. The proof is quite similar to that of Lemma 1.18 in [8] (analogously the 
proof of the following theorem is similar to that of Theorem 1.19 in [8]). We only 
recapitulate it here. 
Let VE Ъ be of the form (1.29), where/,- € ̂ ^{(ßy b}), QI have finite variation on 
<a, by (i = 1, 2,. . . , n). For each t e (a, by we put 
(1.31) h{t) = var, [I?(T) - tfi{t) 9ib)l <«' by] . 
1 = 1 
^ being the unit ball in '^o(<''' >̂)> we have 
(1.32) h{t) = snp (To-V)f{t). 
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For each /e^o(<^» ^>) the function (To — V)f is continuous on <«, b} which 
imphes (by virtue of (1.32)) that the function h is lower-semicontinuous on {a, b}. 
Since the set 
iVo ={te{a,by; aj,{t) = 0} 
is dense in <a, b} we get 
(1.33) II To ~ F|| = sup h{t) = sup h{t) . 
teia,by ÎENO 
Given Ï = 1, 2,..., /I we can write 
Gi = 4i + h 
where qi is a continuous function on <a, b> (of bounded variation) and 5,- is a saltus-
function. We put 
(1.34) Qf{t)=im[''f{x)àqix) 
i=l Ja 
for each / G ^o(<^j >̂)> te<^a,by. Then ßeSB. In exactly the same way as we 
showed that the function h is lower-semicontinuous on (a, b} one can verify that the 
function p defined on (a, b} by 
p{t) = var, [Д?(т) - t m «<W; <«, b>] 
is lower-semicontinuous on (a, b}. Hence 
(1.35) ЦТо- Q\\= sup p{t). 
teNo 
Considering t eN^wQ have 
lim I°(T) = lim ~ С(а^(,).,(т)) = ^ G(0) = 1 
and it is seen from the definition of the function 1^ that for such t the function X^ 
is continuous on <a, b>. Since the functions qi are continuous and 5,- are saltus-
functions we get, taking into account that the variation of a sum of a continuous 
function and a saltus-function equals the sum of the variations of those functions, 
h{t) = var, [I«(T) - tfi{t) qi{^) - tfi{t) Ф)1 <«. Ь>] = 
= var, [lO(^) - tfiit) Ф); <«> b>] + 
+ var , [ f / , (Osi(T);<a,b>]^K') 
1 = 1 
for each t GNQ. 
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Hence 
(1-36) | | f o - F | | ^ | l r , ~ ô l | 
by (1.33) and (1.35). In other words, given Ve 33 there is a Q e 3B such that (1.36) 
is vahd. This impUes 
(1.37) m f | | r o - F | | à i n f | | r o - ô l | . 
However, ЗВ с 33 so that the inequality (1.37) turns to the equality. Hence (making 
use of (1.30) where we write TQ instead of P) the assertion follows and the proof is 
complete. 
Theorem 1.1. It holds 
(oTo =J^K = lim sup ( Ук{г; (p{t\ t) + а̂ ,(г) ). 
r ^ 0 + Гб(а,Ь> \ л / л : / 
Proof. It is easily verified that 
-T- ^x(n ^(0' 0 + %(0 = var [I?; <max {a, t - r}, fe>] . 
According to Lemmas 1.5 and 1.4 it is seen that it suffices to show that 
(1.38) II Го - Pf II ^ lim sup var [I?; <max (a, t - r}, b>] 
r ->0+ fe(a,b> 
for each Pfe3B. 
Let PFe 3B be of the form 
Wf{t) = tfi{t) f / (T) d̂ ,(T) , (/ 6 ^0«^, b», ^ e <a, b» 
i = l J a 
where fi e ^o(<^? ^)) ^^^ 9i ^^^ continuous functions of bounded variation {i = 
= 1, 2,.. . , n). Then 
(1.39) IIT, - PF|| = sup var [I? - f / , ( 0 g,; <a, fe>] . 
Гб<а,&> i = l 
As the function I^ is constant on <f, b> and the functions gi are continuous on 
<a, b> we obtain for t e (a, b>, r > 0 that 
^ var [I? - f/,(f) й(;; <max {a, t - r}, b}] ^ 
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^ var [I, ; <max {a, t — r}, b>] — var [IJ*; (t, b>] — 
и 
- var [ Х Я О ^^ <^^x {a, ^ - r}, t}] = var [I?; <max {a, Г - r}, b>] 
i = l 
-- var [ Yfi{t) Gb <max {a, ^ - r}, r>] . 
Taking f = a we have, of course, 
var [1° - Х Я а ) ^,; <a, b>] ^ var [1°; <a, b>] 
1 = 1 
(1д is a saltus-function, ^̂  are continuous). 
In order to prove (1.38) it will then suffice to verify that . 
n 
(1.40) Hm sup var [ ^ Я О Gi^ <inax [a, t - r}, 0 ] = 0 
r-^0+ teia,by i = l 
Writing 
с = sup{|/i(r)I; te{a,b}, i = 1,2, ...,n} 
we have 
(1.41) var [ f^flt) g-, <max {a, f ~ r}, t}] й 
i = 1 
n 
^ С ^ var [Qi', <max {a, t - r}, 0 ] = K{t) 
i = l 
for each f e <a, fe>, r > 0. The functions h^ so defined are continuous (because gi 
are continuous) and it is seen that 
KXt)^KXt). {te^a,by) 
whenever r̂  ^ Г2 > 0. Further it follows from the continuity of the functions g^ 
that 
lim K{t) = 0 
for each ï e (a, b>. It is well known that a sequence which converges point wise to 
zero on a compact interval and is non-decreasing converges also uniformly on that 
interval (the Dini theorem). 
Thus 
lim sup h^(t) = 0 . 
i ->0+ teia,by 
Using (1.41) we conclude that (1.40) is valid and so is (1.38). The assertion is proved. 
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2. THE FOURIER PROBLEM 
First we shall deal with the following boundary value problem. Let <a, b} be 
a compact interval in R^, cp a continuous function of bounded variation on <a, b>. 
Put 
(2.1) К = {[(p{t), t]; t e {a, b}} , M = {[x, t]; t e {a, b), x > (p{t)} , 
В = К Kj {[x, a]; X ^ <p(«)} . 
Let F be a continuous bounded function on B. We look for a function G on M 
which solves the heat equation on M and satisfies 
(2.2) lim G(x, t) = F(xo, ô) 
[x , f ] -* [^o, fo] 
for each point [XQ, ÎQ] G В. 
Let us suppose 
(2.3) sup VK{(p{t), t) < CO . 
te{a,by 
Let TQ have the same meaning as in Section 1 and suppose 
(2.4) coTo ^ 1 . 
We shall show that in this case there is a solution of the problem formulated above 
and it may be expressed in an integral form. 
Let T+, T_ denote the same as above, i.e., let 
n / ( 0 = Tfi<p{t), t) + fit) (2 - A G(a,(,,(0)) , 
T_f{t) = Tf{cp{t), t) - -^f{i) G(a,(,„(0) 
for each / e '^0««, b», ( e [a, b} (f+ f{a) = T_ /(a) = 0 for each / e '?o«a, b})). 
Further, we have 
/Л.Ч ^"+/(0= lim Tf{x',t'), 
t'e<,a,by,x'>(p{t) 
/2 6̂  ^ - Л 0 = lim Tf{x',t') 
t'e<^a,by,x'<(p(t) 
for each/e ^o(<^> b>), t G <fl, fe>. 
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Let F be a given continuous bounded function on B. We define a function Fj 
on the interval ( — 00, 00) by 
Fi(x) = F(x, a), X ^ (p(a) , 
Fi(x) = F{(p{a), a), x < (p{a) ; 
this function is continuous and bounded on R^. We can define 
(2.7) Gi(x, 0 = - ^ Г ^~ exp (- fc-:!-^^ F AT) dt 
for each [x, t] e M^ = {[x, f] e Я^; t > a}. The function G^ is the so-called Poisson 
integral of the function F^ and is known to be caloric on M^. Moreover, it is known 
that 
(2.8) lim Gi(x, t) = Fi(xo) 
[x,f]-*[xo,a] 
t>a 
for each XQ e ЯЧ Let us define a function F2 G ^O(<<^» ^)) by 
(2.9) f ,(0 = ^ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^ ^̂  _ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂  ^̂  ^ ^ ^ ^̂ ^ ^^ 
Suppose now that there is a function / 6 ̂ o(<a, fo>) such that 
(2.10) n / = F2 . 
Putting 
(2.11) G(x, 0 = r/(x, 0 + Gi(x, 0 , ([x, q G M) 
one can easily verify that for the solution G the condition (2.2) is fulfilled and thus 
this function solves the boundary value problem stated above for the boundary 
condition F on B. Now it suffices to answer the question when does such a function / 
exist. We shall show that if the condition (2.4) is fulfilled then one can find such a func­
tion / . 
It is well known that by the Riesz-Schauder theory the Fredholm alternative is 
valid for a continuous linear operator on a Banach space whenever the Fredholm 
radius of the operator is bigger than 1. But to say that the condition (2.4) is fulfilled 
is to say that the Fredholm radius of the operator TQ is.bigger than 1. Thus if this 
condition is fulfilled then the operator ?+ ( = To + /) either maps the space ̂ o{(^a, b}) 
onto ^o(<^> b>) or there exists a function / G '̂ oC^̂ » b>) which is not equal to zero 
function such that T+f = 0. In the first case, given an arbitrary g e ^o(<a, b>), 
one can find exactly one function / G '?o(<<̂ > &)) such that f+f = 0. It is evident that 
it suffices to show the following lemma. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let o)% < 1. Then the equations 
(2.12) î + / = 0, 
(2.13) f_/ = 0 
are solved in ^o((^> b}) only by the zero function. 
Proof. Consider, for instance, the equation (2.12). 
Since by Theorem 1.1 
o)To = Hm sup (--- ¥к{г; (p{t), t) + a^{t)\ 
r-^0+ f6(a,b> \SJTI / 
there is Го > 0 such that 
(2.14) --- F^(r; cp{t), t) + aj^t) < 1 
for each r e (0, TQ), t e (a, fe>. Let/ e ^(y{ia, b>) and suppose that ff = 0 (on <a, b>). 
First we show that/(r) = 0 for each te(^a, a + r^y (we may suppose r^ < b — a). 
There exists a point f' e{a,a + Го> such that 
|/(f)|= sup 1/(01. 
fe<a,a + ro> 
Then it holds (as the function If/ is constant on {t'\ b>) 
(2.15) |Го/(01 = |Г/(г)аВД| = 
f ' /(r) dI°(T)| ^ | / (0I var [1°; <a, O ] = 
Ja I 
= 1/(01 ( ^ M H O . 0 + « K ( 0 ) = 
= |/(<')1 ( 4 ; Ук{го; cpit'), t') + a^{t')\. 
Further we have 
(2.16) o = n / ( 0 = To/(0+/(fO. 
Comparing (2.15) and (2.16) we obtain from (2.14) that/(f') = 0 and thus/(f) = 0 
for each te^a.a + TQ). 
Suppose further that 2го S b -' a and prove that f{t) = 0 for each f e <a + TQ, 
a + 2го>. There is a pointi" e <a 4- TQ, a + 2го) such that 
|/(t")l = sup {|/(01; Ï e <a + Го, a + 2га>} . 
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It holds f{t) = 0 for each te(^a^ a + TQ) by the first part of this proof so that 
\%m\ = \[ /Wdi?,(t)U 
IJ a + ro I 
Further, (2.16) is vaUd also if we write f instead of t', Similarly as above we get from 
(2.14) that / ( r ) = 0 and thus/(t) = 0 for each f e <a, a + 2го>. 
Continuing by induction, we conclude that/(ï) = 0 for each t e <a, b> so that the 
equation (2.12) is solved only by the zero function. 
Analogously for the equation (2.13). 
The lemma is proved. 
According to Lemma 2.1 and the preceding argument we obtain immediately the 
following assertion. 
Theorem 2.1. Let ç be a continuous function of bounded variation on the interval 
<a, b> and let X, M, В be defined by (2.1). Suppose that 
hm sup (—- 7к(г; (p{t), t) + а^Ш < 1 
r-*0+ te{a,by\yjn ) 
(this condition requires the validity of (2.3)). 
Given a continuous bounded function F on B, let us put 
^ i W - \ ^ ( ^ ) , a ) х<ф(а) . 
Then there is one and only one function f e ^o{(,a, b)) such that the function 
G(x,0 = T/(x,r) + - i - r - 7 ^ , e x p ( - ( ^ ^ ^ ([x,t]eM) 
2V^J-oo V(^~ )̂ \ 4(^-«)/ 
is a solution of the boundary value problem for the heat equation on M with the 
boundary condition F on B. 
Remark 2.1. In exactly the same way as we solved the boundary value problem for 
the heat equation on M we may solve the boundary value problem for the set 
M' = {[x, t]; te {a, b), x < (p{t)] 
with boundary conditions defined on the set 
F = K u ( [ x , a ] ; x й (p{a)] . 
We should only use the operator f_ ^ % — I instead of T+. 
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Let <a, by be a compact interval in R^ and consider on this interval two continuous 
functions <Pi, Ф2 of bounded variation such that 
(2.17) cp,{t) < <P2{t) 
for each t e <a, b>. Putting 
(2.18) K, = {[cplt\ t]; t e <a, b » , {i = 1, 2), 
M = {[x, r]; t e (a, fe), ^i(^) < x < фзСО) ' 
В = iCi u ^2 u {[x, a]; ^i(a) g x ^ Ф2(«)} 
we shall solve the Fourier boundary value problem on the region M; i.e., given 
a continuous function F defined on the set В we look for a function G caloric on M 
such that 
(2.19) Hm G(x, t) = F(xo, ̂ o) 
1х,фМ 
holds for each point [XQ, ÎQ] e В. 
By analogy to Def. 1.1 in [17] we define the paraboHc variations of the curves 
(Pi, (P2 which we shall denote by F̂ ^̂ , F^̂  respectively. Throughout the following we 
shall suppose that 
(2.20) sup V^lcp{tl t)<œ, {i = 1, 2). 
f6<a,b> 
Further, we denote 
.•а..м(0 = И т ^ ^ ' Ь ^ ) , (, = 1,2) 
and 
%X0 = 2 ' 1 - — G(,a^^(,),,(0) 
л/71 
for each t G (a, b>. 
In the same way as we defined the heat potential operator T for the curve (p let 
us define the heat potential operators T ,̂ T2 corresponding to the curves (Pi, (P2I 
i.e., we put 
for each bounded Baire function/defined on <a, b> and x e R \ t > a. Put 
(2.21) n / ( 0 = T, f{ç,{t), t) + fit) (2 - A G(ia,.(„.,(0)), 
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(2.22) n fit) = - Г, fM), t) + fit) - f GGâ ,(,M(0) 
for each/e ^o(<a, b>), f e <a, b>. 
In the sequel we shall deal with the space KQ = ^oii^^ ^>) which is defined to be 
the space of all continuous mappings F from <a, b> to R^ for which F(a) = [0, 0]. 
Thus Go is the set of all pairs [Л, Л ] with/i,/2 e ^o(<^' ^>)- We introduce a norm 
in (Io(<a, b » by 
| |[/b/2]| | = ll[/l,/2]|ko = 11/llko + l|/2|ko 
([/15/2] ^ ^o)- ^0 endowed with this norm is a Banach space. 
It is easily verified that any Hnear operator P which maps GQ into GQ may be expres­
sed (uniquely) in the form 
(2.25) Р(Л,Л) = [PJ, + Р,Л, PJ, + P4/2] , ([/i,/2] e GO) 
where P,- (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are Hnear operators mapping ^o(<^> b>) into itself. The 
operator P is bounded iff all operators P^ are and is compact iff all P,- are. 
Let us define an operator R acting on Go by 
(2.26) р(л,л)(0 = [Пл(0 - г,л(ф1(0,0^ Î2/2(0 + Tj,icp2it), 0] 
([/1./2] e Go, ^ e <a, by) and put 
(2.27) p^ = p - / 
where / is the identity operator on Go-
Lemma 2.2. It holds 
coPo = max J lim sup (--- F̂ .̂(̂ ; (p^t), t) + % Д т 1 . 
i=l,2 [r^0+ fe(a,b> \ ^Л; / J 
Proof. We have shown in Corollary LI that the operator defined by the equality 
(L16) is compact provided i/̂ (f) Ф (pit) for each t e <a, b>. Applying this assertion 
to the cases ij/ = cpi, (p = (p2 and ф = cpz^ 9 = 9i we conclude that the operator P2 
defined on Go by 
(2.28) i^2(/l,/2) (0 = [ - 7^2/2(ç>l(0' 0' ^1 /l(^2(0' 0] 
([/i , /2]eKo, re<a, b>; i.e. R2 = [-Щ^.Щ'Ъ is a compact operator on G .̂ 
If P is a continuous Hnear operator on a Banach space and P^ is a compact operator 
acting on the same space then it is seen immediately from the definition of the 
value (DP that 
ш(Р + Pi) = coP, 
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Hence 
(2.29) o)Ro = coR^ 
where we put R^ = RQ — R2. 
We have 
(2.30) R.ifufz) = [fJi - fu f2f2 - /2] , ([/1,/2] e Go) . 
In accordance with Theorem 1.1 we get 
(2.31) co{f, - /) = lim sup (~ Vj^Xn (Pi{t), t) + а^Х^)) 
|->0+ f€<a,b> \-sj7l ) 
and 
(2.32) co(f2 - /) = lim sup i\- У^^г, ср^Х), t) + a,,,(0^. 
г-*0+ f6<a,b> \ ^ 7 r ) 
Let us now show that for a Hnear operator P mapping (£̂Q into (£Q which has the form 
Kf^'fi) = \PJu Pif^ . ( [Л.Л] e Go) 
it holds 
(2.33) coP = max {СОР ,̂ C0P2} . 
If P is a compact operator acting on (£̂Q which is of the form 
P{fuh) = [^1/1 + ^2/2, P3/1 + •P4/2] , ( [ / i .A] e Go) , 
then the operators P,- (г = 1, 2, 3, 4) are compact operators acting on ^o(<^> ^>) 
and we have 
(2.34) ||(p - р)(л,л)1| ^ ||p, - p,l| ЦлЦ + ||P.|| 1|Л|| + ||Рз|| ||Л|1 + 
+ 11̂4 - P2II ЦЛЦ ^ max {\Р, - Pill, IIP4 - P2II} (ll/ill + II/2II) + 
+ IIP2II ЦЛЦ + ||^з|| | |/i| | ^ max {||Р, - Р,||, ||Р4 - P2II} + 
+ 1̂211 \îi\ + ||̂ з|1 ||/i|| 
for each [Л,/2] е G;̂  such that ||[/i,/2]|l й 1- We may assume P2, P3 to be zero 
operators and conclude (by the definition of coP, юР^, соР2 and the definition of the 
norm of operators) that 
(2.35) coP S max {coPx, œPz} • 
Further it holds for each compact operator P 
|I(P - P) (/l,/2)|l ^ m - ^O/lll + 1(^4 - P2)/2|l • 
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Suppose, for instance, œP^ ^ C0P2 and let/2 = 0. If we let/^ run over all functions 
belonging to ^o(<<^5 ^)) such that | | / i | | ^ 1 we arrive at 
\\P-P\\ ^ 1 ^ 1 - P i l l 
which impUes 
(2.36) coP ^ œPi = max {œP^, C0P2} . 
(2.33) follows now from (2.35) and (2.36). The assertion follows then from (2.33), 
(2.30), (2.31), (2.32) and (2.29). 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose CDRQ < 1. Then the equation 
(2.37) i ? ( / b / 2 ) = 0 
{where 0 e Ĝo ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ element) has in ĜQ only the trivial solution. 
Proof. We have shown in the proof of Corollary 1.1 that if xj/if) ф (p{t) on the 
whole <a, b> then 
(2.38) lim \\Hl - ^HlW = hm sup V^{r; ^(r), t) = 0 
(see (1.24) and (2.25)). Applying (2.38) to the case ф = cp^, cp = (p2{K = K2) one 
obtains 
(2.39) lim sup Ук^{г; ^i(r), t) = 0 . 
r - ^ 0 + f6<a,b> 
According to Lemma 2.2 and the relation (1.39) it follows from the assumption 
WRQ < 1 that there is Го > 0 (го < b — a) such that 
(2.40) -4- ^d^ol (Pi{t), t) + â XO + -7- ^Ä.(̂ o; ^i{t\ 0 < 1 
for each t e (a, b>. 
Let [ / i , /2] e do and let Rifufi) = 0. Then there are Г e{a,a Л- ГоУ, i e {l, 2} 
such that 
\flt')\ = max { sup \fj{t)\] . 
J = 1 , 2 fe<«,a + ro> 
Suppose, for instance, i = 1. Then 
(2.41) 0 = TJ,{<p,{t'), r) + h{t')(1 - ~ G{,a^^(n.ri}'))\ + 
+ / i ( 0 - TJ^{<Pi{t'),t') 
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and, on the other hand, 
(2.42) \TJ,{<p,{f), t') +f,{t')f\ ~ ^ G{,a^^,,.,,{f))\ ~ TJ^icp.if), t'j 
If we compare (2.41), (2.42) and (2.40) we get/i(r') = 0 so that the functions/i,/2 
vanish on the interval <a, a + Го>. 
The proof may be completed by induction similarly to the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
Theorem 2.2. Let cpi, (p2 be continuous functions of bounded variation on the 
interval <a, b> and suppose that (p^{t) < (P2{t)for each t e <a, b>. Let K^, X2, M, В 
be defined by (2.18) and let 
(2.43) max i lim sup (-^Ук,{г; (pit), t) + â ^̂ O )} < ̂  
i = l , 2 (r-^0+ fe<a,b>\y7r / J 
(f/ie condition (2.20) is included in (2.43)). Let F be a continuous function on В 
and put 
^F{(p^{a),a) X й (ßi{a) 
(2.44) F,{x) = - F(x, a) x e {(p,{a), cp^ia)) 
\ F{(p2{a\ a) x^ Ç2{ci) • 
Then there is a unique pair of functions g^, ^2 ^ ^о(<^? Ь>) ̂ w^̂  ^^«^ the function G 
defined on M by 
/ (X -'?>2(^))'\ . / X - ( P 2 ( T ) \ 
V 40-г) j 42V0--y 
2V^J_V0-a) Ч 4((-a); ^̂  > J ^ 
is a solution of the boundary value problem for the heat equation on M with the 
boundary condition F on B. 
Proof of this theorem is based on the Riesz-Schauder theory similarly to the proof 
of Theorem 2.1. If we put 




for г > fl, X G R^ and define functions/i,/2 ^У 
Ut)=F(cplt),t)-^G,{(plt),t) te {a, by, i = 1, 2 , 
then we can find (using the Riesz-Schauder theory) a unique pair [g^, g2] e £0 ^ot 
which 
% i , ^ = [ / l , / 2 ] . 
It is easily verified that this pair [g^, ̂ 2̂] possesses the required properties. 
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